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Abst ract - -Let  G be a simple graph on n vertices with adjacency matrix A and distinct eigenval- 
ues/zl > #2 > "'" > /Zm. In his paper [1], Hoffman observed that G is a connected regular graph if 
and only if 
m rn  
n I I (A  - /~, I )  = H(/Zl  - /~,) J 
i=2  i=2 
holds where J is the n × n all-one matrix and 1 is the unit matrix. We study expressions of the 
form I-I~=z (A - f~tI) in a more general context allowing us not only to derive Hoffman's identity in a 
new way, but also to compute, say, the rank of I-I~=2(A-I~iI) and of r i~#_~, 1 (A- /z i I )  for arbitrary 
simple graphs and to derive corresponding identities for the recently introduced classes of harmonic 
and semiharmonic graphs. (~) 2003. Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. SOME STANDARD NOTATIONS,  DEF IN IT IONS,  AND FACTS 
We cons ider  a f inite s imple graph  G w i th  ver tex  set V = Vc, edge set E = EG C_ (2v), and  
ad jacency  matr ix  A = Ac .  The  degree of a vertex v C V and  the  set of ne ighbors  of v are 
denoted  by d(v) = dG(v) and N(v) = No(v), respectively. We suppose that  G does not  conta in  
iso lated vert ices,  whence  d(v) > 0 and  N(v) ~ 0 for every v E V (as well as E ~ 9). 
The  number  of walks of length  k of G s tar t ing  at v is denoted  by dk(v) and the  number  of all 
walks in G of length  k by Wk = Wk(G). Clearly, one has  
dl(v) = d(v), W0 = #V,  W1 = 2#E,  and  dk+l(v) :: E dk(w) 
weN(v) 
as well as 
wk = E dk(v), 
vEV 
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for every k 6 No. In view of the well-known fact that, with j denoting the all-one vector, the 
vector (dk(v))vey coincides with Akj, we have also 
Wk = jT Akj, (1) 
for every k E No. 
Fo.r each # E R, let 
U~ := {u E R y [ Au = #u} 
denote the space of eigenvectors of A with eigenvalue #, and let 
#1 =//1 a > #2 =/z2 a >""  > #m = #~ 
denote the distinct eigenvalues of A, i.e., the real numbers # E R with U~, 7 ~ {0}. Recall that 
• [#m[ _< #1 7 ~ 0 always holds (the latter in view of E ~ 0), 
• /~ = #1 must hold for every # E R for which U~ contains a positive vector, i.e., a vec- 
tor (x , ) ,ey with x .  > 0 for all v E V #m = -#1 holds, 
• G is connected if and only if U~,~ contains a positive eigenvector that generates U,~. 
Recall also that G is bipartite if and only if dim U~, = dim U_,  holds for all # E R, in which 
case #m+l-~ = -#~ must  also hold for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. In particular, the following statements 
are well known to be equivalent (see [2]): 
• G is connected and bipartite, 
• G is connected and #rn = -#1 holds, 
* U~, 1 is generated by a positive eigenvector and #m = -#1 holds. 
A graph G is called regular if there exists a constant r such that d(v) = r holds for every v E V, 
in which case G is also called r-regular. Obviously, G is r-regular if and only if Aj = rj holds, 
in which case #1 = r must also hold. 
The harmonic graphs form a slightly larger class of graphs: a graph G has been called harmonic 
if there exists a constant # such that Y'~,oeN(v) d(w) = # d(v) holds for every v E V, in which 
case G is also called #-harmonic. Clearly, ~eN(v)  d(w) = r d(v) holds for every r-regular graph, 
so any such graph is r-harmonic. Moreover, the assertion that G is #-harmonic is obviously 
equivalent with the assertion that A2j = #Aj holds. 
Finally, a graph G has been called semiharmonic if there exists a constant # such that 
~~weg(v) d2(w) -= #d(v) holds for every v E V, in which case the graph G is also called /z- 
semiharmonic. Clearly, the assertion that G is #-semiharmonic is equivalent with the assertion 
that A3j -= #Aj holds. So, the class of semiharmonic graphs forms an even larger class of graphs. 
In particular, every a, b-semiregular graph is ab-semiharmonic as A2j = abj always holds for such 
graphs. 
Since harmonic and semiharmonic graphs were defined in [3], the whole little industry has 
evolved studying specific instances of such graphs, in particular those with a small number of 
cycles (cf. [4-8]). 
In [1], Hoffman showed that G is a connected regular graph if and only if 
m m 
#V I I(A - #~I) = ~I(#i - #,) J (2) 
i=2 i=2 
holds, where I is the unit and J the all-one matrix. In addition, he generalized this result in [9] 
to digraphs by showing that (2) holds if and only if G is a strongly connected igraph with all 
in- and outdegrees equal. 
In this note, we derive various, apparently new versions of Hoffman's identity, considering 
"~ B first arbitrary expressions of the form 1-I,=1( - fl~I) for arbitrary matrices B (Section 2) while 
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returning to adjacency matrices of graphs in the third and last section, deriving in particular 
straightforward generalizations of Hoffman's identity to harmonic and semiharmonic graphs. 
m 
2. MATRICES OF  THE FORM I-I (B -  13iI ) 
t= l  
Let us recall first that, given any subspace U of R n and any orthonormal basis ul, • •., u,, of U, 
the n x n-matrix Pu corresponding to the orthogonal projection 
pu : R n H U c R ~ 
of R ~ onto U always coincides with the matrix 
r 
p=l  
In particular, we have 
r r 
p=l  p=l  
for two systems x l , . . . , x~ and Yl , . . . ,  Y~ of orthonormal vectors from R n if and only if they 
generate the same subspace U of IR% 
Note also that, given any n x n matrix B over any field K, some eigenvector u E K n with 
eigenvalue # of B and any family j31,...,/3t of elements from K, one has 
t t 
H(B - fl~.Ilu = H(  # - fl~-)u. 
I"=I 7"=I 
In particular, if B is diagonalizable over K, if 
u.  := {u • K s I Bu  = (, • K)  
denotes the eigenspace of all eigenvectors of B in K n with eigenvalue # • K, and if spec(B) 
denotes the set 
spec(S) := {# • g ld imU,  > 0} 
t of its distinct eigenvalues, the rank of the matrix 1-[~.=I(B - f l r I )  always coincides with the sum 
of the dimensions of the eigenspaces U~, summed over all eigenvalues # not in {fl] . . . .  ,/3t} 
rk (B - l~rI) = Z dim U u. 
/~6spec(a) \{~l  ,...,~3t }
Thus, if K is the real number field R, if B is symmetric, if 
Rn= ± U~ 
/~6spec(B) 
is the corresponding orthogonal decomposition of R n into the direct sum of the mutually orthogo- 
hal eigenspaces U~ of B, and if UlZl, . . . , U>r"  is an orthonormal basis of U~, for every eigenvalue #
in spec(B), we have 
t t 
1-I (B -~r I )= Z 1-](#-~r)PU. 
r= l  /~6spec(B)  r= l  
t r~ 
= 
~Espec(B)  T=I  p=l  
T 
= E I I ( , -  
~espec(B) \{ /~ l  ..... f it} r= l  p=l  
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for any collection of numbers ~1,. . . ,  Bt E R, and we have 
~Espee(B)\{,01 . . . . .  ~t}  
We view these formulas as the most general version of Hoffman's identity (except hat it general- 
izes, of course, in an appropriate form even further to complex Hermitian matrices, i.e., complex 
matrices B wi th/ )  = BT). 
Specializing to the case 
{191,... ,Bt} := spec(B) \ {#}, 
for some fixed # 6 R and t := #(spec(B) \ {#})--so every eigenvalue of B except perhaps # (in 
case # is an eigenvalue) occurs exactly once in {By,..., Bt }--we see that all summands vanish in 
the above expression for Hoffman's matrix H(B, It) defined by 
H(B, It) := H (B - #'I) 
~t' 6spec(B)k{~t} 
except he summand referring to g. So, for any orthonormal basis u l , . . . ,  ur O f U~,, this matrix 
must coincide with the matrix 
?- 
P~ ~"~ U U T H (l 't-#')Pu, = H (#-#)2 . . ,  P p' 
~'6spec(B) \{~} g '6spec(B) \{~t}  p=l  
while its rank must coincide with dim Us--note that H(B, #) is the usual minimal polynomial 
of B evaluated at B (and thus, vanishes) in case # ~ spec(B) while the right-hand side vanishes in 
this case as its sum runs over an empty index set. Consequently, specializing fu,%her to matrices B
and eigenvalues # of B for which an orthonormal basis of U~, is known (or can be computed, say, 
from a known basis of U s using the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure), we get even 
more explicit formulas for H(B, ~). 
3. NEW HOFFMAN-TYPE IDENTIT IES  FOR GRAPHS 
We are now going to apply the considerations above to the adjacency matrices A = Ao of 
finite simple graphs G = (V, E) without isolated vertices. Note first that--with #i := #~ for i = 
1,...  ,m := #specA as in Section 1--the rank of H(A,#I)  now coincides with the number of 
connected components ofG with largest eigenvalue #1, the matrix corresponding tothe orthogonal 
projection pu~, 1of R V onto U~,I coincides with the matrix 
and we have 
m 
H(#I  - # i ) - IH(A,  Ul), 
i=2  
m 
H(A, #1) = H(#I  - #i)UlU-~ 
i=2  
for one or cquivalently--for every eigenvector Ul E U;, 1 of length 1 if and only if U~,~ is generated 
by any such eigenvector Ul or, equivalently, if and only if there exists exactly one connected 
component of G with largest eigenvalue #1. 
It follows in particular that G is a connected regular graph if and only if Hoffman's original 
identity (2) holds because this now implies that the positive vector j generates U~I. 
Further, our observations together with the facts quoted above imply that the rank rk(H(A, 
-#1)) of H(A,-#1) counts the number of bipartite connected components of G with largest 
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eigenvalue ~1 and that, if urn is an eigenvector of A of length 1 with eigenvalue/zrn = -/Zl, we 
have 
m-1 m 
= I I  = (-1) l](/z' + 
i=1  i=2 
if and only if U_t, 1 is generated by urn, i.e., if and only if there exists exactly one bipartite 
component of G with largest eigenvalue/Zl. 
So, this holds in particular if G is bipartite and connected, in which case 
H (A~,#~) = 1-~ (A 2 - #I)  
,uEspec(A2)\{/~l 2 } 
l ]  (/zl -/z) + 
ttespec(A 2)\ {tL~ } 
r~/21 
I I  (,'f -/zf) + 
i=2  
must also hold for any eigenvector Ul C U~ of length 1 and any eigenvector urn C U_,I of 
length 1. 
Next, recall that a graph G is a/z-harmonic graph for some it E R if and only if Aj c U, holds, 
in which case/Z =/Zl, Aj E U~, and 
(Aj [ Aj) = (Aj)T Aj = jT AT Aj = jT A2j = /ZljT Aj =/ZlW1 = 2/Zl #E 
must also hold, and every connected component of G must be/z-harmonic, too. In particular, the 
rank rk(H(A, #1)) of H(A, #1) now counts the number of connected components of G and the 
rank rk(H(A, -#1))  of H(A, -#1) counts the number of bipartite connected components of G. 
From the assumption that G has no isolated vertices, we see that the vector Aj is positive, 
and thus, we conclude that a graph G is a connected #l-harmonic graph if and only if Aj 
generates U,1. This implies the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a graph without isolated vertices. Then G is connected and harmonic if 
and only if 
m 
2#1 #EH(A,#I )  = I I (#y  - #~)(Aj)(Aj) T (3) 
i=2 
holds. 
REMARK 1. Equation (3) generalizes (2) since, for r-regular graphs, we have r = #1, 2#E = 
/Zl#V, and ( Aj)( Aj) T = r~ j • jT = r2 j .  
Finally, recall that G is #-semiharmonic if and only if A3j = #Aj holds, i.e., if and only if Aj 
is an eigenvector of A 2 with eigenvalue #. Clearly, this implies # = #2 (even if G would contain 
isolated vertices as long as at least #1 > 0 or, equivalently, Ec  ~ 0 holds), and therefore, we have 
the following. 
LEMMA 1. Given any finite simple graph G with Ec ~ 0 and any real number # E ~, the 
following three assertions all are equivalent: 
(1) G is I~-semiharmonic, 
(2) # = #~ and A2j + #IAj E Ut, 1 holds, 
(3) /z =/z2 and A2j - #1flj ~ U-.I holds. 
Now, assuming again that G has no isolated vertices, we see that the vector A2j +/ZIAj is 
positive, and thus, we conclude that a graph G is connected and/z2-semiharmonic if and only 
if A2j +/ZIAj generates U~I. 
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Similarly, G is #2-semiharmonic and has at most one bipartite connected component if and 
only if A2j - #IAj generates U_ul , and that it has exactly one bipartite connected component 
if and only A2j - #IAj generates U_t, 1 and is distinct from 0. 
Thus, noting that 
(A2j + #IAj I A2j + #IAj) = (A2j +/~IAj) m (A2j =t= #IAj) 
= jTA4j + 2#ljTAaj + #2jTA2j 
= w4 + 2ulw3 + u~w2 
= u~w~ + 2u~Ws + ~w~ 
= 2#12(W2 + #1W1) 
holds for any #2-semiharmonie graph G, we come to the following characterization f semihar- 
monic connected graphs. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph without isolated vertices and put 
j+ := A2j + #iAj. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) G is connected and serniharmonic, 
(2) the identity 
m 
~,u~(w~ + us Wl) H(A, ux) = 1-I (ul - ~,) " J+3: 
i=2 
holds, 
(3) G is connected and the identity 
2#2(W2 - #1W1) H(A, -#1) = 
holds, 
(4) G is connected and the identity 
4#3 (W 2 - #2W2) H (A2,# 2) = 
rr,-,/21 
holds. 
H (--~1 -- ~ i ) "  j_jT_ 
= (-1) ~-~ 1-I (u~ + ui)" J -S  
1-I (#2 _ ,2 ) .  [2#2 (W2 - I~IW1)j+j~ + 2#2(W2 +#IW1)j-jT-] 
i=2 
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